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1 Introduction

With the rise of programmable devices, the networking
industry is currently facing deep changes to its fabric. Soft-
ware networking, as it has been called, has been promoting
a new era of innovation in all layers of the stack, from
software-defined radios in the physical layer [5], software
switches and routers in L2–L3 [11], as well as deep packet
inspection in L7 [1].

The great success of software networks arguably started
after the Clean Slate project [3] which proposed a com-
plete Internet overhaul, questioning all the fundamen-
tal assumptions built into the IP architecture. Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) then emerged to enable this
vision, allowing researchers to run multiple simultaneous
experiments without interfering on the production network
[4, 9]. The initiative flourished and its deployment has been
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considered even for the network core [7]. Several prognoses
confirm this enormous success by announcing expected
revenues in the order of billions of dollars until 2020 [2].

The key idea of SDN is to decouple the data plane
from the control plane. The data plane is responsible for
packet forwarding and is implemented on every network
device, usually in hardware for high performance. The
control plane, in turn, is responsible mainly for routing
decisions and is now moved to a logically centralized con-
troller that orchestrates the entire network from a vantage
point. In essence, the controller periodically collects data
from the devices to fetch the network state and then acts
on it by remotely configuring their forwarding process. By
concentrating the intelligence at the controller instead of
distributing it across numerous devices, the development of
sophisticated network applications becomes feasible [12].
These applications may leverage standard interfaces pro-
vided by the controller to read the network state at a
higher level of abstraction. Overall, this architecture greatly
simplifies network equipment to simple packet forwarding
devices, and as a result, the entire network infrastructure
becomes cheaper. This is desired by ISPs, which explains
the notable success of SDN.

In a similar trend, the emergence of cloud computing
has also brought significant disruption to the networking
industry. Instead of ossified and expensive hardware mid-
dleboxes, ISPs are now using software middleboxes inside
virtual machines (VMs) to make the network elastic and
adaptable to load. This is called Network Function Virtual-
ization (NFV), which basically decouples network functions
from their proprietary hardware [10]. As a result, instead
of tirelessly deploying yet another box to serve the peak
network load, providers can simply instantiate new VMs
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for the same task on demand. During off-peak hours, these
VMs can then be swapped off to make their resources
available to other more pressing network functions. This
approach can simultaneously accelerate service provision-
ing by scaling up or down the number of VMs according to
network load and also avoid costs with premises and elec-
tricity by consolidating different VMs on general-purpose
servers. Additionally, maintenance and replacement inter-
ventions are also reduced, as network functions now run on
software. All these advantages are particularly relevant to
ISPs, motivating NFV to become a promising technology.

SDN and NFV do not depend on each other to operate,
even though they are becoming more and more comple-
mentary [6, 8]. Both aim at reducing network cost by
transferring complexity to software and both require a cen-
tral node for control. In SDN, the central node controls
packet forwarding across the network; in NFV, it controls
VM deployment to match a given load. Their joint oper-
ation, consequently, empowers networks to be fully pro-
grammable. This opens space for several new features, since
NFV provides network with elasticity and SDN permits
agile data path configuration. This is useful, for instance,
in multi-tenant traffic isolation and optimized traffic steer-
ing; the latter is fundamental to service chaining and traffic
engineering [6]. These new network features, however, must
not affect data plane performance and must therefore be
carefully deployed. This challenge and many others are the
subject of this special issue.

2 This special issue

In this special issue, we are delighted to present seven out-
standing articles, two invited and five received from the
open call, that represent the latest research contributions on
software networking from people at different parts of the
globe.

We start with the first invited article “Network Func-
tion Virtualization: Through the Looking-Glass”, where
Nandugudi et al. review the history as well as the state-
of-the-art in NFV. The authors start from the adoption of
middleboxes in the mid-1990s and show how performance
requirements led to several in-network services imple-
mented on dedicated hardware. In the 2000s, the advent
of cloud computing then enabled virtual network functions
able to scale up or down according to demand, provid-
ing higher resource utilization and lower operational costs.
To survey the NFV space, the authors focus on addressing
three distinct features, namely, virtualization, performance,
and modularity. Virtualization provides isolation and higher
utilization at the cost of performance due to the differ-
ent sources of overhead. Performance has been recently
addressed by packet I/O acceleration techniques that bypass

the OS network stack and deliver packets directly to user
space (or to the VMs). Modular designs enable signifi-
cant code reuse and extensibility and are now becoming
the foundation of several NFV platforms. The key research
challenge is then how to provide these three features in the
same system. Finally, the authors suggest future directions
in NFV development, including hardware off-loading and
user-level network stacks.

The second invited article entitled “Traffic Offloading
Techniques for 5G Cellular: A Three-Tiered SDN Archi-
tecture” addresses the core network capacity limits in 5G
cellular to provide ultra low delay, high throughput, and
low congestion. In the paper, Elgendi et al. propose two
novel data off-loading mechanisms and a seamless handoff
algorithm to off-load traffic at the edge of the cellular net-
work, bypassing the cellular core network. The proposal is
based on a three-tier SDN architecture whose main goals are
to optimize network utilization, lower network congestion,
and reduce Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) investments. The
three-tier architecture consists of a physical layer, a control
layer, and a management layer. The objective is to design a
hierarchically distributed control plane that decouples con-
trol decisions and data plane. The key concept consists
of centralizing data off-loading points at the edge of the
network and closer to the Radio Access Network (RAN).
Therefore, priority traffic that provides value-added ser-
vices is allowed to pass through the core network whereas
regular Internet traffic bypasses the core network. The
authors propose Femtocell IP Access (FIPA) and Selective
Local Controller Traffic Offloading (SLCTO) data offload-
ing techniques, in addition to a User Rate-Perceived (URP)
algorithm that decides whether to tear down or maintain the
connection for a user that moves at low speeds. A Terror-
ism Prevention Control System (TPCS) is also proposed to
detect terrorist activities. FIPA, SLCTO, and URP achieve
low delay, high throughput, and low cost over other data
offloading technologies.

In the following article, entitled “An Elastic Intru-
sion Detection System for Software Networks”, Lopez
et al. present BroFlow, an Intrusion Detection and Preven-
tion System (IDPS) for virtualized networks using SDN.
BroFlow uses the simplicity of Bro to define its policies
and the network global view of SDN to detect and pre-
vent Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. The key advantage
of BroFlow is the elasticity provided to handle the inher-
ent overload of DoS attacks, which could overwhelm the
system and prevent detection. BroFlow dynamically instan-
tiates more sensors in the network under high load and
also deactivates them under low load to match the scarce
network resources to demand. Authors also show that the
sensor placement problem is NP-hard and propose a heuris-
tic to maximize network coverage with the lowest number
of sensors. BroFlow is implemented in a large testbed and
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significantly reduces the network delay caused by an attack
and also blocks attack traffic close to its source.

In the article “AuthFlow: Authentication and Access
Control Mechanism for Software Defined Networking”,
Mattos et al. present the main security threats in SDN
and propose AuthFlow, an authentication and access con-
trol mechanism based on host credentials. In AuthFlow,
host authentication takes place above the MAC layer using
OpenFlow directives, which guarantees a low overhead
and ensures fine-grained access control. For access control,
a credential-based authentication occurs according to the
privilege level of each host, through mapping the host cre-
dentials to the set of flows that belongs to the host. The
authors also present a new framework for control applica-
tions, enabling SDN controllers to use the host identity as
a new flow field to define forwarding rules. A prototype of
the proposed mechanism is implemented on top of the POX
controller, and the results show that AuthFlow denies access
to hosts without valid credentials or with revoked autho-
rizations. AuthFlow also allows different levels of access to
network resources according to the host credentials.

In the article “Cloudlet- and NFV-Based Carrier Wi-Fi
Architecture for a Wider Range of Services”, Jemaa et al.
present a novel architecture for carrier-managed WLAN
networks that leverages NFV and virtualization. It is based
on a WLAN Cloudlet that offloads MAC-layer process-
ing from access points and consolidates network functions
and value-added services. This paper extends the concept
of Cloudlet not only to support application-level services
but also network services and some specific-802.11 func-
tions. The authors propose to virtualize MAC functions such
as association/authentication, as well as networks functions,
such as DHCP, NAT, and firewall. Thus, WLAN Cloudlet
is located in the end-user premises and all these func-
tions and services are based on software instances. This
brings more flexibility and adaptability to WiFi and allows
operators to easily implement new services while reducing
CAPEX/OPEX and network equipment costs. Therefore,
WLAN Cloudlet brings many benefits to the network oper-
ator and potentially to end-users.

In the article entitled “SDI: A Multi-domain SDN Mech-
anism for Fine-grained Inter-domain Routing”, Wang et al.
present a distributed multi-domain mechanism based on
SDN, called Software-Defined Inter-domain (SDI) rout-
ing, to support fine-grained inter-domain routing that can
be incrementally deployed in today’s Internet. The authors
propose connecting different SDN-based domains together
to form a SDN inter-network. The main advantage is to
improve the ability of expressing diverse inter-domain rout-
ing paths and policies based on flow-level traffic control
by matching multiple fields in IP header. However, a fine-
grained flow table based on multiple IP fields might lead to a
large number of flow entries, negatively impacting memory

costs. Therefore, a compression method to reduce the redun-
dant OpenFlow rules to be installed in switches is also
proposed. The authors build an inter-domain SDN testbed
across multiple domains and implemented a prototype of
SDI to evaluate its performance.

In the last article of this special issue, entitled “An Exper-
imental Feasibility Study on Applying SDN Technology
to Disaster-Resilient Wide Area Networks”, Nguyen and
Yamada present a study on the feasibility of SDN after a
natural disaster. The authors perform simulations on Japan’s
SINET3 network topology using the 2011 earthquake as a
disaster example. Three tests are performed to check the fea-
sibility of SDN in this scenario. First, the fast switchover
mechanism of OpenFlow is evaluated with both a hardware
and a software switch and the recovery time is consistently
below 50 ms in both cases. Second, the recovery time is
measured between each network device and its assigned
controller. The authors vary the number of available con-
trollers and their location, and find the Pareto optimal
boundary using the average and worst delay. The delays are
on the order of only a few milliseconds. Finally, a test is
performed to verify the resilience of TCP under disasters
that cause path rerouting. The response times are similar to
the time that TCP takes to detect network congestion. All
these results are encouraging and suggest that SDN is fea-
sible even under natural disasters that take a significant part
of the network down.

3 Concluding remarks

This special issue encloses important articles addressing
many aspects of software networking. The area is in evi-
dence and many new challenges are emerging at a fast
pace both in software networking itself and in scenar-
ios where the paradigm can be applied. We do not have
the ambition to cover all possible aspects, but we believe
that the contributions herein significantly motivate fur-
ther investigation in the same research area or correlated
ones.
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